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Doug Alman,
Editorial Office,
Trials
c/o BioMed Central
236 Gray's Inn Road
London WC1X 8HB
United Kingdom

Dear Dr Alman,

We (the authors) appreciate the consideration given by Trials in reviewing our paper “PROspective MEmory Training to improve HEart failUre Self-care (PROMETHEUS): study protocol for a randomised controlled trial. MS: 1260092939152450.”

The following comments from the reviewer have been addressed:

- Trial status should be update
  Response: this has been updated to ‘This study is actively recruiting and ongoing’.
- The figure might show the matched healthy control group in addition to the randomized groups
  Response: we have added in the figure a box to indicate the matched healthy control group
- Under Author’s Contributions, "PG" should probably be "PGR" or "PR" and 'DR' should be 'DP'
  Response: Thank you for highlighting this error which has been corrected to ‘PR’ and ‘DP’

We hope this satisfactorily addresses the comments and look forward to the publication of this paper.

Regards,

Jan Cameron
Senior Research Fellow